1. Prepare door for exit device. See exit device instructions for holes, line X-X, and center lines.

2. Prepare door for trim:
   A. Transfer line X-X from inside (exit device side) of door to outside (trim side) of door. Use extra care if edge of door is beveled. Be sure center line X-X is parallel to edge of door.
   B. Locate and prepare holes as shown.

3. Prepare trim:
   A. For NL function, remove TP adapter cam and install NL adapter cam (see other side).
   B. For NL or TP functions, change handing if necessary (see other side).
   C. For NL or TP function, install cylinder (see other side).

4. Apply trim.

5. Apply exit device.
**VON DUPRIN**

**337DT/TP-NL TRIM**

FOR 33/3527 DEVICE ON WOOD DOOR

---

**Customer Service**
1-877-671-7011  www.allegion.com/us

---

**Trim pull**

**Trim housing**

**Guide plate**

**Set screw**

**Sex bolt extension**

**Back plate support**

#10-24 x 3/8" PPHMS

**Cylinder screws**

Adjust at installation

**Back plate assembly**

---

**Cylinder cam in locked position**

**TP adapter cam**

**NL adapter cam**

---
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